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ABSTRACT 
 
Synesthesia is a phenomenon by which associations between different sensory channels are 
produced: stimuli received through one of the senses are interpreted as other kind of 
sensations. Food is evaluated by the consumers on the basis of various sensorial aspects: taste, 
olfaction, texture, color and cesia, among others. The experience of food consumption 
constitutes a typical case where synesthetic associations are produced, in which it is difficult 
to separate or evaluate independently the different sensations, or where some of them 
influence the others. This proposal investigates the synesthetic associations between color and 
taste sensations. This paper will present the conceptual frame and some antecedents on this 
subject, as well as the methodology and results of an experimental survey made at the 
University of Buenos Aires, showing how color synesthesias work in the food environment. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Synesthesia is a phenomenon by which stimuli received through one sensory channel trigger 
sensations of a different perceptual nature. The most usual associations are sight with hearing 
(for instance the synesthesias between color and sound), and also with taste, olfaction and 
touch. The visual sense is almost always present, associated with the other senses. 

Neurologists usually distinguish two kinds of synesthesia: pseudo-synesthesia, that 
everyone can experience when recognizing qualitative similarities between sensations of 
different type; and genuine synesthesia, that appears as a neurological abnormality in a 
minority of people. In genuine synesthesia, the associations are involuntary, stable (repeated 
constantly along the life of a person), unidirectional (a taste can provoke a color sensation, but 
the reverse does not work), and projected outside the individual. In pseudo-synesthesia, 
instead, the associations are metaphorical, by similitude of qualities, promoting iconic 
relationships among sensations; they can be two-directional (if a taste evokes a color, the 
reverse is also true) or multi-directional (every sensation triggers any of the other kind of 
associated sensations), and they can also be stable (repeated constantly, not in a few 
individuals but in the majority of people).  

Pseudo-synesthesia can be considered a normal phenomenon of association, either 
culturally induced or product of neurological connections. There is an hypothesis that babies’ 
sensoriality is typically synesthetic, and that when they grow older, the sensory channels 
undergo a process of separation. If this is true, an adult genuine synesthete would be a person 
whose sensory systems remained as in the initial stage (Baron-Cohen 1996). But it seems 
logical that in normal people some vestiges of this initial stage could also remain. 

Food is evaluated by the consumers on the basis of various sensorial aspects: taste, 
olfaction, texture, color and cesia, among others. The experience of food consumption 
constitutes a typical case where synesthetic associations are produced, in which it is difficult 
to separate or evaluate independently the different sensations, or where some of them 
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influence the others. This proposal investigates the synesthetic associations between color and 
taste sensations.  

As a frame of reference, it is known that, in the same way as the color continuum has been 
ordered by means of three-dimensional systems, also taste sensations have been classified and 
ordered in a solid model. Hans Henning proposed a volume to represent the order and 
variation of taste sensations, which consists in a tetrahedron with the four primary tastes — 
sour, sweet, bitter, salty— at the vertices. These four primary or elementary tastes have a 
correlate with four zones in the main organ for taste, the tongue. We recognize here a 
connection between the way tastes are ordered and how the involved sensory organ works. A 
similar situation could be depicted with color order systems and the organs of vision, although 
it is somehow more complex. In the first stage, at the retina, the processing is made by a 
trichromatic system: the three kinds of cones sensitive to long, medium, and short 
wavelengths. And there are color order systems that represent this: they are organized by three 
primary colors —red, green, and blue—, such as the systems by Helmholtz, Maxwell, CIE 
1931, Villalobos, Küppers, Gerritsen, and others. It is in a further stage where the visual 
processing is made on the basis of four elementary color sensations, and the theory of 
chromatic opponency is verified. And we can see this represented in systems such as those of 
Hering, Hesselgren, CIELAB, and the Natural Color System, among others. 

Some of the questions that we can pose are: Which are the colors more strongly associated 
with each of the elementary tastes? And, symmetrically, which are the tastes more strongly 
associated to each of the elementary colors? Is it possible that associations between 
elementary tastes and elementary colors result from this? Or rather the correlations would be 
between elementary sensations of one continuum with intermediate sensations of the other 
one? Finally, if there is a definite correlate between elementary sensations of both continua —
color and taste—, would the correlate still work for the intermediate sensations? 
 
 

SOME ANTECEDENTS 
 
Richard Cytowic (1993) published a book that starts by reporting the encounter with a person 
who experienced flavors as physical shapes, and from this case introduces the reader into the 
world of synesthesia, including also color. Since more than one decade, Sean Day (2012) is 
obtaining information from genuine synesthetes, and distinguishes more than 60 types of 
synesthesia with the following percents of incidence: colored graphemes 64.8%, colored time 
units 23.0%, colored musical sounds 20.0%, colored general sounds 15.2%, colored 
phonemes 9.5%, colored musical notes 8.8%, colored odors 7.0%, colored flavors 6.2%, etc. 
We can see that the association taste-color is in the 8th position among all. Campen and Froger 
(2001, 2003) have developed the NeCoSyn method to plot the profile of a synesthete person. 
In our case, this method can be used as a tool to see how the taste-color association ranks, in 
strength, among other types of synesthesias such as word-color, music-color, odor-color, etc. 
The model is able to plot hue, blackness and chroma separately, to show the specific color 
dimensions in terms of which the correlations are made. Juan Carlos Sanz (1985: 85-86) has 
related taste to color using geometrical spaces to plot the relationships (a cube for tastes, an 
hexagon for colors), and has also devised methods to ask people about the color-taste 
relationship. A series of researches have studied how the flavor of food and beverages is 
affected by color by means of surveys and experiments involving people (DuBose et al. 1980, 
Roth et al. 1988, Philipsen et al. 1995). These kind of experiments are useful to scientists who 
study how vision interacts with the sense of taste and olfaction, and also to food companies 
that want to know how their products are perceived by the consumers.  

In this paper we describe an experiment and survey to answer these questions: What is the 
color of each of the four primary taste sensations (sour, sweet, bitter, salty)? How any of the 
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four elementary colors (yellow, red, blue, green) taste? If we understand synesthesia in a wide 
sense, as sensorial associations or similitude among sensations of different kind that all people 
can perceive (not just people with a neurological anomaly); and if the order systems for color 
and taste represent how humans perceive and organize these kind of sensations; then it seems 
plausible to find a relationship between synesthesia and the order systems. The hypothesis is 
that the positions of the sensations in the order system of tastes and in color order systems 
would exhibit a correlation. For instance, opposite or complementary colors should correlate 
to opposite tastes. 

 
 

EXPERIMENT 
 
A survey was made to test color-taste associations. Foods contaning components providing 
four tastes —sour, sweet, bitter, salty— were prepared, with three different types of 
consistency or texture: a colorless beverage (liquid), a colorless gelatin (jelly), and baked 
cookies (solid). They were identified by numbers, known only by the experimenters, and 
provided to a panel of 16 non-trained subjects who did not know which taste was represented 
by which number.  

Session 1 – Elementary colors associated to elementary tastes: foods of the four tastes 
were administered to the subjects in random order, and had to be correlated to the four 
elementary colors —yellow, red, blue, green— displayed on surface cardboards. The subjects 
were asked to identify the tastes and the colors they were seeing. Then, they were asked to 
select one color for each taste. 

Session 2 – Basic color names associated to elementary tastes: The observers were asked 
to write down a list of 12 to 20 one-word color names. From these, we selected the 12 most 
frequently appearing in the upper positions of the list as basic color names. They were: red, 
green, yellow, white, blue, violet, black, gray, skyblue (in Spanish, celeste), orange, brown, 
pink. These names were displayed in a random order and had to be related to the four 
preparations previously described, after tasting them. 

Session 3 – Chromatic extension for each elementary taste: The four tastes were offered in 
random order and the atlas of the Natural Color System was shown to the subjects. They were 
asked to select the particular color that was more strongly associated to each taste. 

For all three sessions, the experiment was repeated for the three types of consistency —
liquid, jelly and solid flavors— with the same subjects in different days, except for the third 
session in which only jelly and solid flavors were tested. The results are shown in Tables 1-3.  

 
Table 1. Session 1 – Elementary colors associated to elementary tastes. 

 

 sour-yellow sweet-red bitter-blue salty-green salty-yellow 
 liquid flavors 81% 81% 56% 50% -- 
 jelly flavors 73% 64% 60% 53% -- 
 solid flavors 53% 53% 43% 33% 40% 
 

Table 2. Session 2 – Basic color names associated to elementary tastes. 
 

liquid flavors  jelly flavors  solid flavors 
sour- -yellow 81%  sour- -yellow 67%  sour- -yellow 40% 

sweet- -red  31%  sweet- -pink  50%  sweet- -pink 
-red 

33% 
27% 

bitter- -violet  19%  bitter- -violet 27%  bitter- -green 21% 

salty- -green 38%  salty- -green 
-skyblue 

20% 
20%  salty- -green 

-yellow 
27% 
20% 
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sour - yellow

sweet - red pink     orange

bitter - blue           violet green 

salty - green        turquoise yellow  

sour - yellowsour - yellow

sweet - red pink     orangesweet - red pink     orange

bitter - blue           violet green bitter - blue           violet green 

salty - green        turquoise yellow  salty - green        turquoise yellow  

Table 3. Session 3 – Chromatic extension for each elementary taste (jelly and solid flavors). 

 
 

  
jelly-sour, around yellow jelly-sweet, around red jelly-bitter, around violet jelly-salty, around blue 

    
solid-sour, around yellow solid-sweet, around red solid-bitter, around violet solid-salty, around yellow 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
Making a synthesis of the results, we can see that: a sour taste was very highly associated to 
yellow; a sweet taste was highly associated to red (also to pink and orange, to some degree, i.e.
a whitish red or a yellowish red); a bitter taste is 
equally associated to blue and violet (also to green, 
in a lesser degree); and finally, a salty taste is 
mainly associated to green or turquoise (i.e., around 
bluish green), and also to yellow in some degree. 
Figure 1 shows a general scheme with the most 
frequent correlations. 

 

Figure 1. Most frequent taste-color associations.
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